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LISTENING AND SPEAKING

(4 × 1 = 4)
1. On Monday, Mohan and friends were at school studying.
2. Tuesday was a holiday. Mohan and Sonia went to the beach.
3. On Wednesday, they visited the temple.
4. On Thursday, they went to the circus.
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Note : Cut along the marking to avoid un-even cutting or torn

I. Read the following sentences then write the number against the correct picture.
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II. Read the following words with double letters. Then write them down to label these
pictures below.
(4 M)
Cheese, teeth, pizza, street, pool, moon
1.

___________

4.

___________

2.

___________

5.

___________

3.

___________

6.

___________

READING
III. Answer the following questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.

(4 × 1 = 4 )

How old was Hena ?
What did Hena love to do most ?
What jobs did her mother give her ?
What did Hena dream about on her way to the market ?

WRITING
IV. The sentences given below contain words which are jumbled up. Arrange them in the
correct order to form sentences.
(5 × 1 = 5)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

cats likes ben
taller Sam than is Sally
river house by the is the
zoo baby has the cheetahs central two
going for a movie be I will

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

GRAMMAR
V. Fill in the blanks using the pronouns given in the box below.
he, it, they, she
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ms. Judy is our class teacher. __________ is very clever.
Stars give out light. _________ are also very beautiful.
I read the Bible daily. __________ teaches us good things.
Amit is a good player. __________ is also a good student.

VOCABULARY
VI. Complete the following sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.

(4 × 1 = 4)

(4 × 1 = 4)

The old man found it difficult to cross the street. But Rina _________ him.
He had four cows, three dogs and 10 hens on his __________.
He wanted to _________ a lot of money, so that he could take care of his parents.
The lady _________ on the rug and fell down. She hurt her ankle.
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